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Narcan Distribution by Region

Narcan Availability

Unknown, 2.1%

Opioid Response Programs (ORPs) across Alaska
partner with DHHS, Office of Substance Misuse and
Addiction Prevention (OSMAP) to distribute opioid
overdose rescue kits to members of the general
public and to professionals (e.g., first responders,
agency/organization staff, etc.).
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Distribution information is available for 4,822 kits, with
the majority (95.2%) associated with rescue kits
distributed to the general public.
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Slightly more females
than males sought
rescue kits.

A majority of individuals
sought rescue kits out of
concern for others.
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The majority of
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39 years old.
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ORPs: When people return for a rescue kit refill, please indicate what happened to their previous kit on the
tracker. If the rescue kit was used in response to an opioid overdose, please encourage them to complete
a report back survey available on the Project HOPE website.
Project HOPE is a State of Alaska program to reduce opioid-related deaths through training and Narcan distribution. For more information
contact ProjectHOPE@alaska.gov or link to Project HOPE website.
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